
Growing interest in automated program repair techniques that harness neural networks to 

identify bugs and suggest repairs automatically.

Automated Program Repair

Variable Misuse (VarMisuse)

Evaluation (Datasets)

• ETH-Py150: Public corpus consisted of 150K Python files collected from GitHub 

projects.

• MSR-VarMisuse: Public portion of the dataset used to evaluate GNNs. It consists of 

25 C# projects.

• Industrial: Realistic VarMisuse dataset constructed from multiple industrial software 

projects. Consecutive snapshots of functions which differ by a single variable use are 

extracted from development histories. We collected 4,592 snapshots pairs of function 

before and after the change. From these we generated dataset of 41,672 non-buggy 

examples and 4,592 buggy examples.

• Synthetic Data Generation: For each slot (variable use) in a program, we define one 

buggy example (variable swapped) and one bug-free example.

Evaluation: Joint vs. Enumerative on ETH-Py150

Future Work

• Incorporate other embedding models such as GNNs and Tree-LSTMs.

• Support repair programs with multiple VarMisuse bugs.

• Construct a more extensive dataset of VarMisuse bugs occurring in practice.

• Incorporate the tool in Google’s developer workflow, and evaluate the performance.

Recently identified class of bugs [1] that occurs when variable is incorrectly used in a 

program. Occurs in practice (e.g., copy-paste, easily confused variables such as indexers i, 

j, methods with many variables, etc.). 
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VarMisuse: 
object_name -> subject_name

Previous (Enumerative) Approach

Previous approaches use enumerative strategy where a separate prediction is made for 

each slot (variable use) in the program. Enumerative approach has some key drawbacks:

• Shared context lost due to independent predictions.

• Difference in training and test distributions.

• Training: Synthetic bug always at the slot position.

• Inference: Synthetic bug can be elsewhere (assuming 1 bug in a program and 

n slots, it appears elsewhere in n – 1 cases).

• One prediction per slot vs. one prediction per program. Requires a manual threshold.

Our Approach: Joint Localization and Repair

Our model jointly learns to perform: (1) classification of program as either faulty or 

correct; (2) localization of the bug (if program is classified as faulty); and (3) repair of the 

localized bug.

Evaluation: Joint vs. Enumerative on Industrial Dataset

Evaluation: Incorrect Slot Placement

Model True Positive Classification 
Accuracy

Localization 
Accuracy

Repair 
Accuracy

Enumerative

τ=0.99 99.9% 53.5% 7.0% 7.0%

τ=0.5 95.3% 63.8% 28.7% 27.1%

τ=0 42.2% 71.1% 64.6% 55.8%

Joint 84.5% 82.4% 71% 65.7%

Table 1. Comparison on ETH-Py150. True Positive – the percentage of bug-free programs classified as bug-free;

Classification Accuracy – the percentage of programs correctly classified as either bug-free or buggy;

Localization Accuracy – the percentage of buggy programs for which the bug location is correctly predicted;

Repair Accuracy – the percentage of buggy programs for which both location and repair are correctly predicted;

Threshold τ – the prediction permissiveness.

The joint model achieves the highest classification, localization and repair accuracies 
compared to the enumerative baseline across any threshold.

Model True Positive Classification 
Accuracy

Localization 
Accuracy

Repair 
Accuracy

Enumerative 41.7% 47.2% 6.1% 4.5%

Joint 67.3% 66.7% 21.9% 15.8%

Threshold 
Value

Repair Accuracy Accuracy
DropNoBugAny AddBugAny

τ=0 80.8% 76.2% 4.6%

τ=0.5 19.1% 14.8% 4.3%

τ=0.99 2.4% 1.0% 1.4%

Table 2. Comparison of Joint and Enumerative models on Industrial dataset.

Repair Accuracy Accuracy
DropNoBugNear AddBugNear

88.6% 80.2% 8.4%

44.6% 30.0% 14.6%

8.5% 2.7% 5.8%

Table 3. Effect of incorrect slot placement on Enumerative model repair accuracy.

Introduction of bug near the slot can degrade the Enumerative model performance 
significantly.

def validate_sources(sources):

object_name = get_content(sources, ’obj’)

subject_name = get_content(sources, ’subj’)

result = Result()

result.objects.append(object_name)

result.subjects.append(object_name)

return result

Figure 1. Example VarMisuse bug.

def validate_sources(sources):

object_name = get_content(sources, ’obj’)

subject_name = get_content(sources, ’subj’)

result = Result()

result.objects.append(object_name)

result.subjects.append(object_name)

return result

Figure 2. Enumerative Approach makes a separate prediction for each slot – variable use (highlighted in gray).

def validate_sources(sources):

object_name = get_content(sources, ’obj’)

subject_name = get_content(sources, ’subj’)

result = Result()

result.objects.append(object_name)

result.subjects.append(object_name)

return result

locationrepair

Figure 3. Joint localization and repair.

                

                  

               

                  

    

                  

              

               

             

                   

    
          

    
        

Figure 4. Model Architecture.

Evaluation: Comparison with GNNs

GNNs achieved test accuracy of 55.3% on syntax only MSR-VarMisuse dataset.
On the same test data we achieve 62.3% accuracy.

[1] Miltiadis Allamanis, Marc Brockschmidt, and Mahmoud Khademi. Learning to represent 

programs with graphs. ICLR 2018.

We use multi-headed pointer model in which one pointer is trained to point to a bug 
location (buggy variable) and another to point to the repair location (correct variable).


